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“From an operational viewpoint, these 
sources of non-uniformity are 
interchangeable with those that will arise 
from the hardware and systems software 
that are too dynamic and unpredictable or 
difficult to measure to be consistent with 
bulk synchronization.” 
 
“To take full advantage of such 
synchronization-reducing algorithms, 
greater expressiveness in scientific 
programming must be developed. It must 
become possible to create separate sub-
threads for logically separate tasks whose 
priority is a function of algorithmic state not 
unlike the way a time-sharing operating 
system works.” 
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“Even current systems have a103-104 cycle 
hardware latency in accessing remote 
memory. Hiding this latency requires 
algorithms that achieve a computation/
communication overlap of at least 104 
cycles.”  
 
“Many current algorithms have 
synchronization points (such as dot 
products/allreduce) that limit opportunities 
for latency hiding (this includes Krylov 
methods for solving sparse linear systems). 
These synchronization points must be 
eliminated. Finally, static load balancing 
rarely provides an exact load balance; 
experience with current terascale and near 
petascale systems suggests that this is 
already a major scalability problem for 
many algorithms.” 



Approximate power costs  
(in picoJoules)  

2010 2018 
DP FMADD 
flop 

100 pJ 10 pJ 

DP DRAM 
read 

2000 pJ 1000 pJ 

DP copper 
link traverse 
(short) 

1000 pJ 100pJ 

DP optical 
link traverse 
(long) 

3000 pJ 500 pJ 





  Establish wide topical playing field  
  Propose workshop goals 
  Describe workshop structure 
  Provide some motivation and context 
  Give concrete example of a workhorse that may 

need to be sent to the glue factory – or be 
completely re-shoed 

  Establish a dynamic of interruptability and 
informality for the entire meeting 

Purpose of this presentation 



 
 
As concurrency in scientific computing pushes beyond a million 
threads and performance of individual threads becomes less 
reliable for hardware-related reasons, attention of 
mathematicians, computer scientists, and supercomputer users 
and suppliers inevitably focuses on reducing communication and 
synchronization bottlenecks.  
 
Though convenient for succinctness, reproducibility, and 
stability, instruction ordering in contemporary codes is 
commonly overspecified.   
 
This workshop attempts to outline evolution of simulation codes 
from today's infra-petascale to the ultra-exascale and to 
encourage importation of ideas from other areas of mathematics 
and computer science into numerical algorithms, new invention, 
and programming model generalization. 

Park City, 31 July 2011 

Workshop goals (web) 
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“other areas …” 

… besides traditional HPC, that is 
 
This could include, among your examples: 
•  formulations beyond PDEs and sparse matrices 
•  combinatorial optimization for schedules and 

layouts 
•  tensor contraction abstractions 
•  machine learning about the machine or the 

execution 
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“other areas …” 

… and revivals of classical parallel numerical 
ideas: 
•  dataflow-based (dynamic) scheduling 
•  mixed (minimum) precision arithmetic 
•  wide halos for multi-stage sparse recurrences 
•  multistage unrolling of Krylov space generation 

with aggregated inner products and 
reorthogonalization 

•  dynamic rebalancing/work-stealing 
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“other areas” 

This could also include more radical ideas: 
•  on-the-fly data compression/decompression 
•  statistical substitution of missing/delayed data 
•  user-controlled data placement 
•  user-controlled error handling 



Formulations w/better arithmetic intensity 

Roofline model of 
numerical kernels on 
an NVIDIA C2050 
GPU (Fermi). The 
‘SFU’ label is used to 
indicate the use of 
special function units 
and ‘FMA’ indicates 
the use of fused 
multiply-add 
instructions.  
 
(The order of fast 
multipole method 
expansions was set to 
p = 15.) 

c/o L. Barba (BU); cf. “Roofline Model” of S. Williams (Berkeley) 



FMM should be applicable as a preconditioner 



Revival of lower/mixed-precision 

  Algorithms in provably well-conditioned contexts 
  Fourier transforms of relative smooth signals 

  Algorithms that require only approximate 
quantities 
  matrix elements of preconditioners 
  used in full precision with padding, but transported and 

computed in low 

  Algorithms that mix precisions 
  classical iterative correction in linear algebra, and 

other delta-oriented corrections 



Statistical completion of missing (meta-)data 
  Once a sufficient number of threads hit a synchronization 

point, missing threads can be assessed 
  Some missing data may be of low or no consequence 

  contributions to a norm allreduce, where the accounted for 
terms already exceed the convergence threshold 

  contributions to a timestep stability estimate where proximate 
points in space or time were not extrema 

  Other missing data, such as actual state data, may be 
reconstructed statistically 
  effects of uncertainties may be bounded (e.g., diffusive 

problems) 
  synchronization may be released speculatively, with ability to 

rewind 



Bad news/good news (1) 
  One may have to control data motion 

§  carries the highest energy cost in the exascale 
computational environment 

  One finally will get the privilege of 
controlling the vertical data motion 
§  horizontal data motion under control of users under 

Pax MPI, already  
§  but vertical replication into caches and registers was 

(until now with GPUs) scheduled and laid out by 
hardware and runtime systems, mostly invisibly to 
users 



Bad news/good news (2) 
  “Optimal” formulations and algorithms may 

lead to poorly proportioned computations for 
exascale hardware resource balances 
§  today’s “optimal” methods presume flops are expensive and 

memory and memory bandwidth are cheap 
  Architecture may lure users into more 

arithmetically intensive formulations (e.g., fast 
multipole, lattice Boltzmann, rather than mainly 
PDEs) 
§  tomorrow’s optimal methods will (by definition) evolve to 

conserve what is expensive 



Bad news/good news (3) 
  Default use of high precision may come to an 

end, as wasteful of storage and bandwidth 
§  we will have to compute and communicate “deltas” between 

states rather than the full state quantities, as we did when double 
precision was expensive (e.g., iterative correction in linear 
algebra) 

§  a combining network node will have to remember not just the last 
address, but also the last values, and send just the deltas 

  Equidistributing errors properly while 
minimizing resource use will lead to innovative 
error analyses in numerical analysis 



Engineering design principles 

  Optimize the right metric 
  Measure what you optimize, along with its 

sensitivities to the things you can control 
  Oversupply what is cheap to utilize well what is costly 
  Overlap in time tasks with complementary resource 

constraints if other resources (e.g., power, functional 
units) remain available 

  Eliminate artifactual synchronization and artifactual 
ordering 

 



User-controlled reliability 

  Hidden energy cost of reliability is large, in terms of 
chip real estate and operating power 

  Currently we describe data type (including precision)  
  We could in addition describe: 

  scope of cacheability, prefetchability 
  reliability requirements for robustness 

 Krylov coefficient must be reliable 
 Pixel color code need not be reliable 
 State vector component in a diffusive system may or may not 



Aggressive de-synchronization 

  Isolate deferrable from critical path tasks  
  Estimate the costs of deferring tasks 

  unreleased memory  
  degraded convergence 

  Use the decomposition into deferrable and critical 
tasks and cost estimates to determine dynamically the 
priority for execution of tasks 



Newton-Krylov-Schwarz:  
a fully implicit “workhorse”  
based on global linearization 

Newton 
nonlinear solver 

asymptotically quadratic 
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Newton-Krylov-Schwarz loop 

 for (k = 0; k < n_Newton; k++) {    
     compute nonlinear residual and Jacobian   

            for (j = 0; j < n_Krylov; j++) {    
           forall (i = 0; i < n_Precon ; i++) { 

                          solve subdomain problems concurrently 
                  } // End of loop over subdomains  
                  perform Jacobian-vector product 
                  enforce Krylov basis conditions 
                  update optimal coefficients  
                  check linear convergence 
             } // End of linear solver 
             perform DAXPY update  
             check nonlinear convergence 
        } // End of nonlinear loop 

 

Newton 
loop 

Krylov 
loop 

concurrent 
preconditioner 
loop (Schwarz) 

Yet outer loops: continuation, implicit timestepping, optimization 



How will PDE computations adapt? 
  Programming model will still be message-passing 

(due to large legacy code base), adapted to 
multicore processors beneath a relaxed 
synchronization MPI-like interface 

  Load-balanced blocks, scheduled today with 
nested loop structures will be separated into 
critical and non-critical parts 

  Critical parts will be scheduled with directed 
acyclic graphs (DAGs) 

  Noncritical parts will be made available for work-
stealing in economically sized chunks 



Adaptation to  
asynchronous programming styles 

  To take full advantage of such asynchronous 
algorithms, we need to develop greater 
expressiveness in scientific programming 
  create separate threads for logically separate tasks, whose priority is 

a function of algorithmic state, not unlike the way a time-sharing OS 
works 

  join priority threads in a directed acyclic graph (DAG), a task graph 
showing the flow of input dependencies; fill idleness with noncritical 
work or steal work 

  Steps in this direction  
  Asynchronous Dynamic Load Balancing (ADLB) [Lusk (Argonne), 

2009] 
  Asynchronous Execution System [Steinmacher-Burrow (IBM), 2008]  



  Can write code in styles that do not require artifactual 
synchronization 

  Critical path of a nonlinear implicit PDE solve is essentially 
… lin_solve, bound_step, update; lin_solve, bound_step, update … 

  However, we often insert into this path things that could be 
done less synchronously, because we have limited language 
expressiveness 
  Jacobian and preconditioner refresh 
  convergence testing 
  algorithmic parameter adaptation 
  I/O, compression 
  visualization, data mining 

 

Evolution of Newton-Krylov-Schwarz: 
breaking the synchrony stronghold 



Philosophy of an algorithmicist 
  Applications are given (as function of time) 
  Architectures are given (as function of time) 
  Algorithms and software must be adapted or created to bridge 

to hostile architectures for the sake of the complex 
applications 
  as important as ever today, with transformation of Moore’s Law 

from speed-based to concurrency-based, due to power considerations 
  scalability still important, but new memory-bandwidth stresses arise 

when on-chip memories are shared 
  greatest challenge is lack of performance robustness of individual 

cores, which can spoil load balance 
  Knowledge of algorithmic capabilities can usefully influence  

  the way applications are formulated 
  the way architectures are constructed 

  Knowledge of application and architectural opportunities can 
usefully influence algorithmic development 



Required software enabling technologies 
      Model-related 

  Geometric modelers 
  Meshers 
  Discretizers 
  Partitioners 
  Solvers / integrators 
  Adaptivity systems 
  Random no. generators 
  Subgridscale physics  
  Uncertainty 

quantification 
  Dynamic load balancing 
  Graphs and 

combinatorial algs. 
  Compression  
 

        Development-related        
u  Configuration systems 
u  Source-to-source 

translators 
u  Compilers 
u  Simulators 
u  Messaging systems 
u  Debuggers 
u  Profilers 
 

      Production-related 
u  Dynamic resource 

management 
u  Dynamic performance 

optimization 
u  Authenticators 
u  I/O systems 
u  Visualization systems 
u  Workflow controllers 
u  Frameworks 
u  Data miners 
u  Fault monitoring, 

reporting, and recovery High-end computers come 
with little of this stuff. 
Most has to be contributed 
by the user  community 
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Other workshop goals 

  Connect communities and develop a web 
archive 

  Produce (downstream) a collection of 
whitepapers or a review paper 
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Workshop structure 

MON	  9	  Jan	   TUE	  10	  Jan	   WED	  11	  Jan	   THU	  12	  Jan	   FRI	  13	  Jan	  
Hour	   algorithms	   solvers	   architecture	   programming	  	   compilers	  
9	   Goals	  &	  Logis+cs	   Adams	   Gropp	   Gunnels	   Pingali	  

Lightning	  Talks	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
10	   	  	   Coffee	   Hammond	   Cavazos	   Coffee	  

Coffee	   Org.	  Breakouts	   Coffee	   Coffee	   Presenta+on	  4	  
11	   Yelick	   Breakouts	   Breakouts	   Breakouts	   Presenta+on	  5	  

	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   Presenta+on	  6	  
12	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

Working	   Working	   Working	  
1	   Lunch	   Lunch	   Lunch	  

	  	   	  	   	  	  
2	   Miller	   Cohen	   Owens	   Barba	   Paths	  Forward	  

	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
3	   Coffee	   Coffee	   Ltaief	   Coffee	   Coffee	  

Ballard	   Vuduc	   Coffee	   Presenta+on	  1	   Wrap-‐up	  
4	   Poulson	   Kaushik	   Preliminary	   Presenta+on	  2	  

Eijkhout	   Brown	   Reports	   Presenta+on	  3	  
5	   Recep+on	  

	  	  
6	   	  	   Dinner	  

	  	  



Workshop flow (spiral structure) 



Workshop flow (linear structure) 

  Algorithms (Monday) 
  Solvers (Tuesday) 
  Architectures (Wednesday) 
  Programming models (Thursday) 
  Compilers (Friday) 



Workshop atmosphere 

  At a conference, present mainly accomplishments 
  dissemination 

  At a workshop, present mainly work in progress 
  feedback 



Now, Matt will explain: 

  Lightning talks 
  Breakout groups 



Lightning talks 

  Short presentations so that all participants, 
with a reserved speaking slot or not, have a 
chance to put items onto the breakout group 
agendas and into the conversation 



Breakout Groups 

  Six working groups that will meet in parallel for 
one hour each before lunch on Tue, Wed, and Thu 

  Intended to assess and make recommendations 
about a particular challenge in the migration of 
scientific codes to the exascale, in the light of 
synchronization and communication bottlenecks 

  Preliminary reports after first two hours, Wed PM 
  Reports and full group discussion Thu PM and Fri 

AM 
  Topics are suggested; groups may diverge or merge 



Breakout Group #1 

  Impact of new architectures on software libraries  
  Leader: Jack Dongarra  
 



Breakout Group #2 

  Impact of new algorithms (that is, the ones that 
have better arithmetic intensity and memory 
access predictability) on today’s software libraries 

  Leader: Rob Schreiber 



Breakout Group #3 

  Case study of the impact of new architectures and 
algorithms on a particular application and a path 
forward 

  Leader: Esmond Ng  



Breakout Group #4 

  What kinds of tools do we need to develop new 
libraries with this technology and assess 
application needs. (This could include compilers, 
code generators, integrated debuggers and 
profilers, and transformation/optimization tools 
and other things, e.g., that the NSF Blue Waters 
project and its successors will need.) 

  Leader: Bill Gropp  



Breakout Group #5 

  What capabilities (hardware and software) can 
vendors provide to allow better control of 
memory management by programmers? 

  Leader: Jim Sexton  



Breakout Group #6 

  What kinds of mathematics will we need to 
support these developments in architecture, 
algorithms, and software? What connections can 
we draw among different mathematical 
disciplines (algorithm analysis, complexity, 
algebraic geometry, analysis) to understand 
them? 

  Leader: Jan Hesthaven  



EOF!


